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Meeting Your Needs 	
I'm going to develop a [Project Deliverable (i.e. Content Marketing Plan, Brand 
Book, Logo, Weekly Blog Post, etc.)] that'll establish [Company Name] as a 
rapidly growing authority in the [Industry], and will quickly [achieve the core 
goal you’ll be helping with]. I'll be using my own experience and proven plan in 
[previous achievement you’ve helped contribute to]. I will [Proposed 
Deliverables] with a dedication to: 

	
[Reiteration of the core goals your services will help the company to accomplish.] 

	If [Company Name] doesn’t invest in [Project Deliverable], it risks failing to 
[Accomplish Goal (i.e. build email list, develop brand awareness, find new 
customers)]. 

	

	
Recommendations For [Company Name] 

	To meet [Company Name’s] goals, as outlined above, I recommend the following 
services as the most effective path to reaching your ultimate goals: 

	[Deliverable 1 Example] Publishing & Distributing High Quality Content: As you 
already know, strategically created (and distributed) blog content is going to 
build awareness, drive traffic, and generate leads for [Company Name]. My plan 
proposes 3 x 1,000 word blog posts be published each month, with an equal 
amount of focus and detail placed on developing a unique distribution plan for 
each piece of content. This will include forums, strategic partners, syndication to 
publications using my established relationships, and seeding to influencers in 
the industry. 

	[Deliverable 2 Example] Developing Incredible Visual Content: Engaging content 
is a core component driving interest in [Company Name]. My plan proposes 1 x 
detailed Infographic be published each month with the same focus on strategic 
distribution. 

	[Deliverable 3 Example] Driving Leads Through In-Depth Content Pieces: The 
staple of an effective content marketing plan is having something incredibly 
valuable to give your potential customers, in exchange for collecting their email 
address and dropping them into a lead nurturing campaign. My plan proposes 
developing 1 x in-depth piece of content per month that will be gated with a 
sign up requirement. This will take the form of an eBook, case study, email 
course,	



video content, or Podcast series to be determined after evaluating [Company 
Name’s] core competencies, preferences, and long-term goals. 	

[Deliverable 4 Example] Aligning Key Pages with Company's Goals: Content 
marketing is only as effective as your website allows it to be. My plan proposes 
1 x content & copy evaluation. I'll go through all of [Company Name’s] key 
pages, existing limited blog content, and offer clear suggestions on optimizing 
copy & layout for increasing our conversions to magic events (content 
downloads, trial signups). 	

	

Measured Results 	
In addition to the deliverables above, my [Your Services] will deliver the 
following results for [Company Name]: 	

[Result 1 Example] A Content Roadmap to Success: I'll create a customized 
content calendar, highlighting key deliverables and traffic/conversion goals 
that'll meet [Company Name’s] unique needs. This will establish a solid ground 
floor of creating, distributing, and regularly tracking the effectiveness of all 
content marketing efforts moving forward. 	

[Result 2 Example] Audience-Building, Engaging Content: Based upon an initial 
assessment of [Company Name’s] current audience size and traffic patterns, I'll 
create benchmarks for each piece of content and track weekly performance on 
an ongoing basis. 	

[Result 3 Example] Strong Relationships with Aligned Partners in the Industry: 
Core to my content distribution plan is building strong, lasting relationships 
with partners, influencers, and publications that will help us grow our audience 
from their existing pool of users. 	

	

	

	

	

	

	



Fee Summary 	
[Your Services] ([Project Duration] @ $X/month)	 	 				Total	$XXXXX	

Deliverables	will	include:		

1.	[Example	1]	3	x	1,000	Word	Blog	Posts	Published	&	Distributed	Each	Month		

2.	[Example	2]	1	x	Infographic	Published	&	Distributed	Each	Month		

3.	[Example	3]	1	x	In-Depth	Content	Piece	Created	&	Distributed	Each	Month		

4.	[Example	4]	1	x	Content	&	Copy	Evaluation		

	

Sub	Total			 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 															$XXXXX	

Tax	(7.0%)		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 		(.07	*	$XXXXX)	

Grand	Total		 	 	 	 	 	 	 					(Tax	+	$XXXXX)	

	
	

Project Timeline 	
Should [Company Name] choose [Your Name/Your Company] to execute this 
solution as proposed, our timeline for this project is as follows: 

	

Phase Activities Completion 

Phase 
1 

Example: Comprehensive audit of Autosend's key 
pages and strategy development to guide every 
aspect of the content marketing process moving. 

9/7/15	

Phase 
2 

Example: Produce and distribute 3 x 1,000 word 
pieces of blog content each month. 

Ongoing 

Phase 
3 

Example: Produce and distribute 1 x detailed 
Infographic each month. 	

Ongoing 



Phase 4 Example: Produce and distribute 1 x 
in-depth content piece each month, based 
on mutual agreement of content medium.	

Ongoing	

Evaluation Example: At the end of the initial 6 month 
period, I will provide a detailed analysis on 
audience, traffic, and lead growth based on 
content marketing efforts. 	

2/1/16	

	

Next Steps 	
Let's do this. To proceed with the project as outlined, [Company Name’s] next 
steps are to: 

	

• Accept the proposal as-is 	
• Discuss desired changes with [Your Name/Your Company] 
• Finalize and sign the contract 	
• Submit an initial payment of the first month's project fee 	

Once completed, [Your Name/Your Company] will contact [Company Name] 
to schedule a project kickoff meeting to gather information before beginning the 
work. 	

We’re happy to make changes to project scope on [Company Name’s] request at 
any time during the project, but this may be subject to additional billing. 	

	

Why Choose Me? 	
[Example Pitch] This is what I do, and I only deliver results I'd be happy with for 
my own business. I've built an audience for myself from the ground up and I've 
architected the content marketing strategies for the world's largest live 
steaming education platform. 	

My industry relationships will provide the ideal stepping stone for not only 
creating compelling content, but distributing it to the right audience for 
[Company Name]. 	

	



	

Terms and Conditions 	
Once the project fee is paid in full to [Your Name/Your Company], any elements 
of text, graphics, photos, contents, trademarks, or other artwork furnished to 
[Company Name] for inclusion in the website are owned by [Company Name]. 

	[Your Name/Your Company] assumes [Company Name] has permission from the 
rightful owner to use any code, scripts, data, and reports provided by 
[Company Name] for inclusion in its materials, and will hold harmless, protect, 
and defend [Your Name/Your Company] from any claim or suit arising from the 
use of such work. 

	[Your Name/Your Company] retains the right to display graphics and other web 
content elements as examples of their work in their portfolio and as content 
features in other projects. 

	This agreement becomes effective only when signed by agents of [Company 
Name] and [Your Name/Your Company]. Regardless of the place of signing of 
this agreement, [Company Name] agrees that for purposes of venue, this 
contract was entered into in [State/country you do business in] and any dispute 
will be litigated or arbitrated in California. 

	

Payment must be delivered by the 7th of each month until the termination date, 
and this contract may be terminated with 15 days written notice by either 

party. 
	

The agreement contained in this contract constitutes the sole agreement 
between [Company Name] and [Your Name/Your Company] regarding all items 
included in this agreement. 	

	


